Jefferson
Finely crafted, Jefferson echoes history and creates a timeless
foundation for today’s sophisticated and functional work place.

TRADITIONAL
STYLING MEETS
MODERN SENSIBILITY.
Jefferson allows you to capture classic details with a variety of
stately pieces to showcase a rich and distinguished history, while
meeting the functional needs of modern working spaces.
With Jefferson’s thoughtful options you can go fully lavish with
molding details and cracked ice glass or antique brass mesh cabinet
doors or keep it subtle and let the beauty of wood speak for itself.
Either way you get all the must-have stylings to create your classic
look.
The addition of height adjustable components gives users freedom
to easily shift throughout the day, while the reception units allow
you to create a seamless look from the front office to the back.

The premium veneer option on Jefferson offers a grade of veneer
exceeding the general commercial market standards and meets the
specifications required for government entities, such as the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers.
Jefferson is responsible too. It considers the environment by using
renewable and recyclable materials, allowing it to achieve indoor
air quality and BIFMA level® certifications, and it complies with the
structural standards that focus on safety and durability to meet
BIFMA Compliant® certification.

Time-Honored Elegance. Today’s Flexibility.
With all the basics plus all the extras, you’ll find it easy to create your classic office. The
collection of desks, returns, and bridges seamlessly work with credenzas, bookcases,
hutches, and more to meet the needs of individual office requirements.
And Jefferson keeps both employees and the entire facility in mind. Select from height
adjustable units to better support shifting work modes throughout the day and the user’s
overall wellness, or expand the distinguished look of Jefferson outside the private office
with reception units and meeting tables to capture tradition in any space.
Simply put, Jefferson is craftsmanship at its finest.

Statement of Line

Details + Options:

Standard Units + Tables

Double Ped Desks

Single Ped Desks

Standard and Tall Surface Mount Hutches
and Wall Mount Hutches

Bookcases with or
without Doors

Table Desks

Returns

Two and Four Door Vertical Mount Hutches

Single and Double Wardrobe/
Storage Cabinets

Computer Work Table

Bridges

Lateral Filing

Circular Tables and Bases

Single Ped, Storage, Kneespace,
and Double Lateral Credenzas
Hutch and bookcase doors have
soft-close hinges, and offer Clear or
Cracked Ice Glass, or Antique Brass
or Aluminum Mesh Grille inserts.

All drawers come standard with
dovetail, wood construction. Center,
tray, box, and file drawers are also
available with a soft-close option.

File drawers feature heavy-duty
full extension slides that support
heavy loads and provide entire
drawer access.

Enhance your hutches with optional
down lighting and glass shelving
available on select units, including
those with Glass and Mesh inserts.

Select from height adjustable
units that allow for independent
(2-Channel) or simultaneous
(3-Channel) lifting of worksurfaces.

Create a consistent look throughout
your office and entire facility with
coordinating Occasional Tables,
available in lamp, end, and magazine.

Occasional Tables

Surface Materials:

Premium Veneer, Standard Veneer + Laminate Options

Our veneer options feature our UV topcoat finish, UVAdvantage. The result is a low-emitting finish that provides exceptional depth,
clarity, durability, and chemical resistance throughout the life of the product.

Modular Tops and Bases

Modular Pedestals

Modular Bookcase Tops and Bases

Height Adjustable (HA) Units

HA Single Ped Desks

Reception Returns

Modular Bookcases

Golden Cherry (GC)
Veneer, HPL

Legacy Walnut (LW)
Veneer

Artisan Walnut (AW)
Veneer

Shaker Cherry (SKC)
Veneer, HPL

Select Cherry (SCH)
Veneer, HPL

Williamsburg Cherry (WC)
Veneer, HPL

Harvest Walnut (HW)
Veneer

Dark Cherry (DC)
Veneer

Mahogany Walnut (MW)
Veneer, HPL

Columbian Walnut (CO)
Veneer, HPL

Dark Forest Walnut (DFW)
Veneer

Espresso (EW/EF)
Veneer, HPL

Tackboards + Tasklights

HA Returns

HA Bridges

Reception Units

Reception Desks

All desk pedestals include an
extendable pullout writing shelf,
expanding the work area for
immediate tasks at hand.

Surface Mount Bookcases
with Molding or Flush Ends

Modular Units

HA Double Ped Desks

Choose Jefferson with a handapplied molding for a complete
traditional look or find a modern
flair with no molding.

Tackboards

Tasklights

Kneespace Options + Accessories

Reception Bridges

Reception Credenzas

Broad Range of Options to Personalize Your Space

Edge Profile
Jefferson
(C2)

Drawer + Door Pulls
Arlington A (ARA)
Antique Brass - 5 1/4”

Arlington B (ARB)
Antique Brass - 5 1/4”

Jefferson (JEF)
Antique Brass - 5 1/4”

Wilmington (WLM)
Antique Brass - 5 1/4”

Liberty (ALB)
Aluminum - 4 1/4”

Colors represented are high-resolution reproductions and may vary slightly from the actual product. To
order samples, please contact our Customer Service team or order online at www.indianafurniture.com.
Graining and finish colors may vary, yet will continue to complement, across Veneer, HPL, TFL, and Seating
products due to the inherent differences of these materials.

Effortless Integration.
Jefferson's stately design works seamlessly with the graceful
appeal of our Breman Swivel and Guest chairs to create a
cohesive, timeless environment.
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